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Abstract: Economic system of Russia is traditionally formed by economic entities, in economic turnover of each
entity a broad range of participators is involved. Big social significance of this type of economic entities
(interrelated  and  dependable  on each other) determines the necessity of business information flows.
Information allows stakeholders to control the safety of their property-which was handed over by them to
economic entities and to watch compliance with their economic interests. “Property right-is a sanctioned
behavioral  relationship  between people  which  originates  from wealth and are connected with its use” [1].
As it was mentioned by I. Furuboth these relations impose standards of behaviour of the persons with property
rights [1]. Key tool of protection of “property right” of those persons who have direct financial interest in the
affairs of socially significant entity is the accounting system which can be freely accessed by stakeholders in
the form of specially prepared public reports.
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INTRODUCTION capitals of the participators of market relations, return of

As a term "public reporting" came into Russian re-issuing of regulatory acts in the sphere of accounting
economic literature in the end of XIX-beginning of XX reporting which must regulate the publication of reports
centuries, in times of wild flourishing of stock business of socially significant economic entities (in particular,
forms. The first regulating standard of public reporting open JSCs) to make the users familiar with their
was established by Trade Code in 1867 and the Provision functioning. Changed economic conditions also facilitated
about state trade tax in 1898. These law acts defined the publication of the works of prominent Russian economists
list, addresses of  presentation,  the order of publishing, who studied the paradigm of public reporting of economic
law  responsibility for concealment and  distortion of entities. In late 90s of  XX  century  a series of works by
such reporting data [2]. In 1920s the work on further V. Novodvorsky, A. Khorin, V. Slabinsky were published-
ordering of reporting continued and since September 6, they disclosed  the  problems  of  publication of
1922 the Resolution of the Council of Labour and Defense reporting depending on  users'  interests [3, 4]. It must be
was issued About producing obligatory publications. mentioned that changing conditions of external

Gradual improvement of law framework of public environment demand constant orientation of public
reporting resulted in establishing of rather complete reporting to users' interests, that is why studying of the
procedure  of  publishing  of public reporting  stated in paradigm of public reporting of economic entities will be
The rules of public reporting of industrial enterprises actual now and in future,
and credit organizations approved by Sovnarcom in
24.09.26. These rules also obliged all stock companies to Main Part: The 1st regulatory act of public reporting
publish accounting reports. Special forms must be used. stated that all Board of directors, enterprises must publish
In 30s status of public reporting in Russia was abolished. in the Vestnik of finances the final balances and extracts

Elimination of command-administrative system in from annual reports.  However the structure of balance,
Russia, legislative establishment of stock companies as the list of items, ways of their evaluation and presentation
economic entities which involve in business turnover the were not stated. Only few rules of balance were stated in

property  rights  in  business practice made  it  necessary
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Instruction of May 11, 1899. A. Roshakhovsky in the entities is determined by a number of factors: insufficient
beginning of XX century analyzed the practice of theoretical development of current problems of access
reporting of 25 big JSCs and pointed out to the diversified and transparency of public reporting, identification of the
character of published reports [5]. program giving answers to the enquiries of prioritized

In 20s after publication in September 6, 1922 of the information users; giving legislative status to public
Resolution of the Labour and Defense Council "About reporting which will allow to create the mechanism of
production of necessary publications" the following users' protection; development of tools and methods of
regulatory acts were published: “The rules of the order of public reporting analysis oriented to different categories
public reporting and the order of obligatory publications of users.
in Economic Life newspaper” (approved by STO of In the  conditions  of market economy public
17.11.22); "The rules of public reporting of state, private reporting of economic entities is a key mechanism of
and combined enterprises" (approved by People’s communication and the key element of information
Commissariat of Finances of 21.10.23). The rules described support in  the  analysis  of  risks for reporting’ users.
in detail public reporting in 6 sections where the following Here the users are different, their aims are specific and
was clarified: the object of public reporting, time within often-contradictory. "Satisfaction of interests of different
which the data must be presented, enterprises which had groups of stakeholders can be considered not only as a
to publish public reporting, reporting  period,  data  which criterion of business-model of the company, but as a
must be published in press etc. Central accounting guarantee to reduce the probability of property and social
editions, such as Accounting, Vestnik of accounting, conflicts in future" [7].
Accounting thought, Accountant's  companion  broadly Lack  of  information,  provided  to users can
practiced publication of annual reporting of leading JSCs seriously restrict the inflow of additional capitals which
of the country. Public reporting institution which was can be used as source for broadening of the economic
developed in 20s was abolished in 30s. entities’ activity, because many business partners of

Modern integration processes of world economy, economic entities can not obtain necessary data about
increase in top-management professionalism determine financial stability, paying capacity, perspectives of
growing demand for further development of methodology development-it can only be done through available for
of public reporting of economic entities, based on already them sources of information-public reporting of economic
available historical experience of our country and world entities.
practices in the sphere of public reporting institutions. Studying public reporting the participators of
“Investors, creditors, financial analysts and other users business activity chase different aims: business partners
of public reporting would be happy with a set of are interested in information about ability of economic
standards of accounting which would provide high- entities to pay debts in time; investors are interested in
quality, transparent and compatible information” [6]. perspectives of economic entities, financial stability;

Big social significance of interrelated and shareholders-in the share price, dividends. Diversity of
interdependable  contractors  is followed by organization users' needs must be solved by means of financial data
of information flows of business character by means of contained in the forms of public reporting of economic
prepared by them public reporting which allows all entities [8].
stakeholders to get access to data in order to provide QThe important aspect of public reporting is its
safety of property handed over to hired management and contents. In developed countries in order to satisfy
watch the compliance of economic interests of business needs/inquiries of users the content of public reporting is
partners of economic entities. The tool of economic as follows:
mechanism aimed for protection of ownership and
economic interests of different stakeholders is a data Company directors' report.
system which is openly presented to information users in Financial report.
the form of specially prepared public reporting of Audit report.
economic entities. This demands both constant dynamic
state of the public reporting of economic entities and As all countries with developed stock market
scientific grounding of the paradigm of public reporting. demonstrate similar features of public reporting, we

The necessity of study of the paradigm of formation assume that for our country the following content must be
and interpretation  of  public reporting of economic appropriate:
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Company directors' report. protection and so on. Data from this section have
Accounting report. clear  socio-economic  character: they characterize
Audit report. the contribution  of  economic entities into increase

One of the most important element which
characterizes activity of economic entities is Company Company directors’ report can contain a separate
directors’ report. Having summarized world experience we section which consists of integral reporting. "Integral
propose the following scheme of Company directors’ reporting puts together all available data about the
report, which includes 7 sections: strategy of organization, corporative management, their

Addressing shareholders-this section contains that they would reflect its economic, social and ecological
information about the most important episodes in surroundings" [11].
company activity in reporting year, its financial Proposed by us scheme of Company directors’ report
activity, profitable operations, development strategy. can be extended (reduced). The only criterion for
The list of Board of directors. Every official is identification of the degree of de-aggregation of the
provided with information on him: surname, age, Report is improvement of information-communicative
position, education and other data. functions of public reporting of economic entities.
Economic activity: the year of foundation, character The soundness of decision-making based on the
and the sphere of activity, property, number of results of analysis  and  interpretation of public reporting
employees, sales market, analysis of competitiveness, of economic entities will be determined, to a great extent,
branch and geographic diversification. by  reliability  of  information  presented in it,  first  of all-
Review of the operations of production, investment, accounting report data. In order to make accounting
financial character for reporting year. It is very report  understandable  for  the  users   of  reporting it
important to identify the size innovation activity in must be written in accordance with IFRS-"single set of
production operations. high-quality, clear, standards of financial reporting, based
Analysis of financial conditions of economic entities. on clearly formulated advantages" [12].
Analytical report in which management of economic However, the range of interests of market relations
entities clarifies the reasons, which lead to changing entities is rather wide and changing market situation does
in financial indicators for reporting year. We believe not allow to take into consideration motivation of all
that in this section such important indicators must be stakeholders in business activity, that is why disclosure
presented as: of information must be oriented to the interests of those
EVA (economic added value)-it presents general stakeholders, whose capitals are handed over into
results of company activity, as well as balance of business activity of the economic entities.
contradictions between stakeholders while
elaborating the strategy [9]. CONCLUSION
KPI (key productivity  indicators) Lag KPIs are meant
for evaluation of past events. Lead KPIs forecast Public reporting of economic entities in Russian
achievement of desired results [10]. regulatory acts has no independent status that is why it
Analytical information about shares and is considered similar to accounting reporting. Accounting
shareholders. This information can be presented in reporting must not and can not substitute for public
the following parameters: stock markets in which reporting because it is only a base for formation of the
shares are sold, dynamics of market share price for latter (forms of accounting reporting, included into public
several years; distribution of shares between the reporting must not repeat typical forms of accounting
shareholders. reporting approved by the Ministry of Finance of the
Non-financial information. This section can contain Russian Federation, in particular, by the order 66-n
the following data: about regional distribution of "About the forms of accounting reporting of the
workforce; its wages; additional payments; organizations" and can be changed at the expense of
expenditures on social and cultural needs; extraction of non-interesting for users indicators and
expenditures for charity; about environment describing in detail key moments of company's activity).

in well-being of society.

activity indicators and their perspectives in such a way
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Inference: Summarizing historical, modern Russian and 4. Khorin, A., 1996. Public reporting and its users’
world experience we can make the following conclusions: interests. Accounting, 4: 16-21.
the form of presentation of public reporting of economic 5. Sokolov, Ya. And V. Kovalev, 1996. Reporting in
entities is not regulated by current legislature at present Russsia in the end of XIX-beginning of XX
moment and is completely based on common and centuries. Accounting, pp: 40-43.
business rules which demand that it must give information 6. Mirza, A.A., 2012. Wiley International Trends in
which can exclude risks in decision-making based on it; Financial Reporting under IFRS: Including
big historical heritage must serve as methodological base Comparisons with US GAAP, Chinese GAAP and
for formation of public reporting of economic entities (of Indian GAAP. John Wiley & Sons, pp: 4.
course, the rules and principles of formation of public 7. Analytical support of innovation development of
reporting will be different from those in 20s but the best business, 2013. Ed. By professor Barilenko. Moscow:
practices of those times must be used in full); in Russia Economic newspaper, pp: 41.
public reporting of economic entities must be considered 8. Nikiforova, E., 2013. Public reporting: essence and its
as social mandate for economic information, increasing significance at present stage of economic
the culture of protection of stakeholders' interests; long development. Date Views 29.11.2013 www.ztu.edu.
period of development of presentation of reporting  to all ua/ua/science/conference/2013/tezi_world_bok.php
stakeholders allowed many developed countries to URL: http://ztu.edu.ua/ua/science/conference/
achieve proper level in formation of public reporting files/world_bok_2013/Nikiforova+.doc.
(using experience of these countries will allow to improve 9. Stewart, S., 1999. ABC, the Balanced Scorecard and
public reporting of economic entities, taking into EVA. EVAluation, Stern Stewart Europe Limited Date
consideration interests of different entities of the market). Views 02.12.2013 webcache. googleusercontent.com/
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